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Yesterday, I had a bizarre sermon writing experience. I was on Flagstaff Mountain for a 

number of hours. Which sounds amazing, especially on a day like yesterday. Let me tell you why 

it wasn’t amazing, though. I was officiating a wedding, and the bride and groom wanted to make 

attending more convenient for their guests since parking on Flagstaff is such a headache.  So all 

of their guests parked here at the church and were shuttled up the mountain... in a full-size 

charter bus. Can you imagine a full-size bus making the hairpin turns up Flagstaff Mountain? 

No, you can’t imagine it because it’s not possible. Which is why, on the way down after the 

ceremony, the bus with all of the wedding guests in it got stuck on a turn, blocking traffic in both 

directions.  So everyone higher up on the mountain, including the wedding party, was treated to a 

couple extra hours of nature on a beautiful day. If you drive the mountain today, you won’t have 

any question about where it happened because chunks of asphalt are missing from where they 

dislodged the bus.  I really do feel for the bride and groom who were hours late to their own 

reception.  But, unexpectedly, I ended up in the perfect place to reflect on Jesus’ answer to the 

Samaritan woman who wanted to know which mountain was the right mountain on which to 

worship God.  “Woman,” Jesus says, “believe me, the hour is coming when you will worship the 

Father neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem. But the hour is coming, and is now here, when 

the true worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for the Father seeks such as these 

to worship God. God is spirit, and those who worship God must worship in spirit and truth.”  
Truly, if there is a worship debate in Boulder today, it isn’t about whether God should be 

worshipped in Jerusalem. It’s not, as was the case 15-20 years ago, about whether God should be 

worshipped with organ and bulletin or praise band and screens. Here, it sounds more like this: 

it’s easier for me to worship God in nature - as I hike, ride my bike. Seeing people push 

themselves up Flagstaff on a bike, or, seeing them skip the organ and the praise band and let the 

birds and the breeze provide the music, I do see their point. There is a place nature takes us to 

that’s unique. It’s undeniable. That’s probably why Flagstaff Mountain is the site of worship for 

so many in this town. 

But, as amazing as nature is, not all of our times outdoors are serene and zen-like. I’ve 

taken hikes where I’m only physically present, mentally preoccupied by worries and tasks and 

petty arguments. I’ve been on bike rides where my mind is going faster than my legs. So, it’s not 

really about whether we’re in a sanctuary or on a trail.  It’s not really about where we are. It’s 

about how we choose to show up. Whether we’re on Mt. Gerizim with the Samaritans or on Mt. 

Moriah with the Jews in Jerusalem, it’s about how you show up, Jesus says. 

Rita Berglund is a spiritual director in Denver who takes small groups on pilgrimages to 

Scotland, Ireland, and Southern Spain. She just returned from a trip to El Camino de Santiago, 

and when I asked her how it was, she said that the best part of the trip for her is watching people 



as they transition from being tourists to being pilgrims. How does that happen? I wanted to 

know. How do you encourage people to be something other than tourists? What’s even the 

difference? She told me to imagine those guided tours people go on where on the bus between 

stops you’re given a bunch of knowledge, a lecture from one location to the next. Constant 

narration of everything you’re passing. Then when you climb off the bus, you’re given a narrated 

tour of the cathedral or archeological site while taking photos before climbing back on the bus. 

Tourists take a picture and check places off their list, Rita said.  

Now imagine climbing off the bus and having an hour to wander the cathedral before 

anyone tells you anything about it. You wander around, look in the nooks, wonder about the 

stained glass, smell the incense, watch as even the tourists fall silent walking into a side chapel. 

Then once you’ve seen it, smelled it and felt it, you sit down and learn something about it. Or to 

put it succinctly, you experience the place. It’s the difference between going to the scenic 

overlook at the Grand Canyon and rafting the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon. 

Tourists go to a place. Pilgrims participate in a place. 

And Jesus was the master of creating moments of participation, moments of direct 

experience. He was forever feeding people and having parties and picnics. And here he is 

creating another moment.  The moment may be for the Samaritan woman who he treats with 

such dignity even though she is a marginalized person within a group of marginalized people.  

And it may be for his disciples who he knows are eavesdropping on his conversation: the ones 

who think they have God all figured out, who think they’ve mastered how worship should be 

done.  We think this is the right answer; you think that is the right answer; which one is the right 

answer? the woman wants to know.  And, Jesus says, “None of you are asking the right question.  

When you show up – wherever you show up – do you expect to experience God?  Is it like when 

you’re walking in the woods and see a deer, do you have that flicker of awe, wonder, and 

amazement?  Do you worship a god that’s far-off, at a distance, at arm’s length?  Or, do you 

worship a God that you know?”  As we eavesdrop along with the disciples, we realize that the 

difference in worship for Jesus is the difference between being a spiritual tourist and a spiritual 

pilgrim.  It’s the difference between thinking about God and having an experience of God.  

Which begs the question: where have you experienced God in your life?  Not thought about God, 

but experienced God? 

An amazing thing happens when we’ve experienced God, when we know God 

relationally, not just in a cognitive or academic way: what happens is that we want the changes in 

our inner life to be reflected in our outer life.  It’s like couples who feel that blossoming of love 

inside them and are willing to rearrange their entire lives to make someone new part of it.  It’s 

what CS Lewis called the “Great Dance,” that moment when our inner and outer lives connect, 

when our spirit and God’s Spirit connect, when justice and mercy clasp hands.   

In this congregation in the last week alone, I’ve witnessed that beautiful dance as you 

moved your aging and declining parents into assisted living, grieving the loss of so much of who 

they used to be and yet still treating them with dignity as if they were at the top of their game.   

I’ve witnessed that beautiful dance as one of our families welcomed a divorcing friend 

into their guest room for an indefinite amount of time.  “Heal.  Get back on your feet.  Take care 

of yourself.  Don’t worry about how long it takes,” you said.   

I’ve witnessed that beautiful dance as you sat with others and shared what it’s like to be a 

person of color in place where that’s not common, sharing your stories and where you find 

belonging.   



I’ve witnessed that beautiful dance as you’ve gathered at the Islamic Center after sunset 

to help them break their fast during Ramadan, declaring in presence what our sign out front says: 

wherever you’re from, we’re glad you’re our neighbor.   

And I’ve witnessed that beautiful dance as more than one of you expressed that your faith 

leads you to a belief that “there are no such thing as other people’s children.”  That we belong to 

one another, and that while immigration is complicated, separating children and parents at the 

border is not complicated.  It’s wrong.  And it’s led you to a place of resistance you never 

expected to be.   

Brothers and sisters, Paul says, present yourselves as a living sacrifice, holy and 

acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship.  As I’ve witnessed this week’s beautiful 

dance in your lives, I’ve seen your spiritual worship, the way your lives are a living sacrifice, 

connecting your inner life with your outer life, testifying to the ways you’ve experienced God 

and will never be the same.  Amen.   

 


